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25
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1

DATE: 7/17/2019

TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

BOLO

19-66634

I-95 & SR 100

Larceny

19-66613

Renn Lane

Assault/Batt
ery

19-66587

Palm Coast
Parkway
(Roma Court
Academy)

A BOLO was issued for a stolen license plate, New York tag. A
traffic stop was conducted on vehicle and driver was detained.
Driver provided paperwork, which showed the front license plate
(same tag) was reported stolen. Contact was made with NYPD, who
confirmed the rear license plate was supposed to be turned in to
DMV. The driver/owner failed to obtain two new license plates.
RP reported that someone stole approximately $5,000.00 in cash.
RP advised that her neighbor has access to her residence and is a
good friend of hers. While Deputy Schmidt was speaking with RP,
S1 opened his garage door and made contact with them. Deputy
Schmidt interviewed S1 and post Miranda, confessed to stealing the
money. S1 was charged with grand theft after RP completed a
written statement and wished to press charges. See report by Dep.
Schmidt.
DCF requested we respond to Roma Court Academy reference a
delayed incident. A copy of the video was uploaded into AEGIS.
Interviews were conducted and statements obtained on scene.
Contact was made with ISD. See report by Deputy Smith

Juvenile
Incident

19-66717

Palm Coast
Parkway
(Roma Court
Academy)

DCF requested we respond to Roma Court Academy reference a
second delayed incident. Witness statements obtained. Contact
was made with ISD. See report by Deputy Smith.

Baker Act

19-66646

Ripple Place

An elderly male was placed under a Baker Act.

Disturbance
Weapon

19-66553

Tangerine
Avenue

V1 was asleep on his couch when his roommate S1 woke him up
asking to use his handgun because he needed it to “take care of
some business”. V1 refused to give S1 the gun. Knowing that V1
keeps the gun tucked in the couch cushion, S1 went for the gun. V1
was able to grab hold of the gun and tried to keep it away from S1.
The two wrestled over the gun. S1 bit V1 forearm, breaking the
skin, and forcing V1 to release the gun. Once S1 had the gun, he

pointed it at V1 dog and pulled the trigger. The gun did not fire. S1
then “racked” the slide and pointed the gun at V1. This put V1 in
fear for his life, causing him to flee from the residence, grabbing a
golf club on the way out. V1 went looking for a residence with lights
on so he could use their phone to call 911. While looking for an
awake neighbor, S1 rode up to V1 on a bike, gun still in hand. V1
used the golf club to strike S1. The two fought in the street on
Lancewood St. until S1 was able to subdue V1 with a “sleeper” hold.
V1 came to while S1 rode away on the bike. V1 located someone
with a phone and called 911. S1 was arrested for robbery,
aggravated assault with a deadly weapon, and battery. K9
conducted an article search for the firearm but it was not located.

